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Following are the two logo concepts I’ve 
developed, considering our discussion a 
week ago.

I see inklings of both concepts in the 
sketches I laid out when I was brain-
storming, which is good sign, because 
often doing the sketch-work, I surrender 
to a certain ‘oh-crap’ wherein my pencil 
feels like it can’t shake its lead.

If this sort of unshakeability persists, I 
run a word-map. See evidence.



I started sketching considering atten-
tion you’d expressed towards the growth 
of your company and its ‘international’ 
interests. 

A Google search for that word pins us 
among the many 3D renderings of inter-
connected cities and bulging terra 
�rmas.



Only so many ways to draw a globe. 
Most illustrators make note of the 
meridians and the slight tilt of a globe, 
so it doesn’t look as though you’re 
staring at a basketball, which: 

  
        They’re similar.

My own sketches, the paper ones, were 
rather uninspiring. I followed the same 
rules as those that’d come before, drew 
my meridians, tilted my axes.



I pulled these sketches into Illustrator 
and started exploring how the basic 
shape of a circle, or a globe, could infer 
what you’d discussed as goals for the 
branding—  the characteristics of 
con�dence, competence, and innovation.  

How do we illustrate those characteristics 
using only general shapes? Images of 
‘con�dence’ show people leaping into the 
sky, smartly-dressed businessman, 
muscle-men; among the design 
communities: lions, tigers, and frowning 
eagles. 
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Huh. 

Those blue skies in mind, I turned back 
to the font.

I dropped it to one of its lower weights, 
as requested (Book weight, shown here), 
which immediately drew out a very 
modern, single line-weight idea of what 
the logo might look like.
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I drew the simple circle and began 
modifying it with small gestures, all 
weighted the same as the font itself (for 
semantics: a 4px stroke).
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Admittedly, I didn’t do this alone. I 
worked with my lady watching over my 
shoulder. We intermittently discussed 
this concept of ‘innovation’. 
Additionally, I had queried several 
people as to what, when I said those 
words, ‘innovation’ and ‘con�dence’ 
together, what came to mind?

The best answers I got was Nest— a 
learning thermostat. 

What came to mind when international 
was included there?

I settled into a series of extrapolations 
on ‘perspective’, which is what I think 
someone who is innovative and con�dent 
also has. They’re able to see trends from 
a high vantage point and act according 
to that pre-knowledge / foresight.
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Suf�ce it to say, what came of this was 
somewhat silly. 

I couldn’t marry the idea of putting a 
person into a logo, and I was grasping to 
try to �t how I’d explain a ‘�owing river 
across a globe’ to you as a sign of 
con�dence.
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So I turned again towards ‘innovation’. 

I think the most obvious example, iconic 
example, is the lightbulb. Be it the 
cartoon scientist with it above his head 
or Edison with it in his hand, it holds 
signi�cant freight for us humans as 
‘that things that means invention’.
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If I’m being frank, this sort of ‘mash-up’ 
(in this case—globe/light bulb) is 
something I thought, in my original 
logo crafting days, was the best way to 
get a point across. 

It’s not. It gets overwrought, 
complicated, and hard to see at small 
sizes very very quickly.

This is where a signi�cant difference 
arises between the graphic as logo, 
versus the graphic as illustration. One is 
deliberate in its simplicity and the other 
is made potent by its details.

Dead end. 

I turned back to my font, and then into a 
pillow to sleep for awhile.
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All of �fteen seconds later, I opened my 
eyes, knowing I had to get this done. 

I started drawing moustaches, which 
always takes my mind off feelings of 
artistic impotence. 

The basic functions of Adobe Illustrator 
are in its simple resizing, angling, and 
turning tools. My sandbox, so to 
speak—or rather, the trucks in my 
sandbox.

I started playing with letters. Turning 
them. Putting them together.
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So, the K’s crash together into a really 
solid structure. 

There is a slight offset in spinning them, 
so it the logo is horizontally but not 
vertically symmetrical. 

The diamond at center is a founded 
thing; founded in the way of a concrete 
post, or something reliable, planted. A 
foundation. It draws the eye, while also 
having some of the characteristics of an 
eye. 

Does we see here some quality of 
‘perspective’ then?

I �nd it crisp, contained, reliable, and 
interesting, particularly in repetition.
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Adding font, I kept the kerning (space 
between letters) quite tight, so that folks 
could see the harmonious relationship 
between the e’s and o’s, and to keep those 
‘l’s near one another so the line across 
the top is a contiguous thing.
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Now, I set into color. You’ll see I’ve 
deepened the color of the logo itself and 
set it in pools of your colors to get the 
fullest idea of what the color does.

I found that while lightly satis�ed with 
the green (and absolutely with the blue), 
I still wanted to see alternatives. I’ve 
included the blue set against its primary 
complimentaries for that purpose.
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A simple vertical layout (useful in vari-
ous settings, notably when your logo is 
being pinned beside others) would be 
something kin to the one at right.
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Now, I love me some charcoals. Not the 
charcoal-stick used for drawing, but the 
color. Over black, almost every time, a 
soft charcoal coloring lends a degree of 
elegance and accessibility that its stiffer 
cousin black does not.

This is also why, when you’re consider-
ing color schemes, I think it good to 
remember that white to black, there are 
�fteen+ distinguishable color shades. 
Same as there are from your chosen 
color to grey—thus, I’d encourage 
choosing really only one color for use 
in your marketing materials, and play-
ing with its other shade alternatives.
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I went for a long time with this little 
fellow. But then, I promised you two. 

I had pinned two photos on my 
artboards as inspiration for the 
adjectives you provided. 

This kid, Super-Kid, he was one.

My tagline for him was ‘Creative 
Con�dence’, which I dig because of it’s 
hard ‘kuh’ sounds as well as the nod 
towards your buzz words.

Could as well be spelled ‘Kreative 
Kon�dence’. Plus the K’s connected are 
sort-of in the shape of his upstretched 
muscles.

Create confidence.
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International
competence.
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You’ll remember the origin of this from 
the earliest round of globe imagery. 

It’s been tweaked so as to have more 
physical symmetry and the negative 
space in its center is removed, blocked 
in black and now has the familiar shape 
of an hourglass, Julie’s ‘hidden clock’.

I’m prone to see a lot in abstract shapes. 
I think particularly on the black back-
ground, the shape evinces wings, which 
suit your inspiration pieces nicely with-
out being dramatic.
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Thank you
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